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Abstract 
Stress concentration and large displacements are usual problems in the components of the struc-
ture of agricultural machinery such harvesters coffee, and that finite element method (FEM) can 
be a tool to minimize its effects. The goal of this paper is to get results of stresses and displace-
ments of a coffee harvester structure by using FEM for static simulation. The main parts of the cof-
fee harvester analyzed were: engine frame, body right and left sides, front and rear end, main 
beam, coffee reservoir, wheels and fuel tank. Two different design concepts of a coffee harvester 
machine were analyzed (structure with rear wheels aligned and misaligned) and the results were 
compared. It was observed that the model with rear wheels misaligned showed maximum dis-
placement lower than the model with rear wheels aligned. Although higher stress was found in the 
rear wheels misaligned, it was observed that average stresses for the misaligned wheels design 
were lower in most structural components analyzed. Based on FEM results, the coffee harvester 
machine with misaligned rear wheels was built and subjected to operational tests without show-
ing any structural failure. 
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1. Introduction 
Harvesting systems vary widely and the choice of one system over another will depend on labor availability, la-
bor cost, topography and climatic conditions [1]. Harvest operation represents significant percentage of the total 
cost production and the mechanization provides quickly process, increasing the productivity and quality in 
harvest. The mechanization in harvesting coffee has been justified on several points, mainly in the economic as-
pect, arising efficient machines that require qualified labor to operate equipment in higher yields at harvest. 
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Numerical simulations in industries have been used since 70’s. The use of numerical simulation can predict 
the behavior of the system under study in order to reduce risk in decision making, identifying problems before 
they occur, reducing costs in evaluating the technical and economic feasibility of a given project. It provides 
prediction of failure situations in machines during the product development phase which can accelerate manu-
facturing processes, reducing costs and timing. 

Agricultural machinery can also be designed and simulated using specific platforms via commercial software. 
This kind of software works together with CAD (Computer Aided Design) that allows users to design and vi-
sualize the components in different views as well as modify and resize them. They also work with CAE (Com-
puter Aided Engineering) platform which performs, among others, static simulations, allowing the best design in 
terms of structural integrity, generating cost savings in the product development phase. 

The need for constant improvements in coffee harvesters, making them more efficient to meet products with 
quality, can affect physical structure and safety, which justify the use of numerical tools in the product devel-
opment phase. Static simulations in the machine structure can predict failure situations in the field, by choosing 
the appropriated machine design. 

This paper describes static analysis on the structure of a machine coffee harvester, considering two situations 
which are machines with rear wheels aligned and misaligned. These analyses were performed by using finite 
element method (FEM). FEM is a numerical method such as finite difference method but more general and po-
werful in its application to real-world problems. By using FEM for the machine structure in analysis, it was 
possible to generate values of stresses and displacements for both situations which allowed the choice of suitable 
design for structural components of a machine coffee harvester. 

One trend that may help the development of complex machines to meet the needs of new practice in agricul-
ture is the Virtual Prototyping (VP). VP is a CAD process that begins with the construction of models of digital 
products and performs simulations, addressing general issues of physical layout, operational concept, functional 
specifications and dynamic analysis in different operating environments [2]. CAD technology has spread 
throughout the world as a tool in the automotive, aeronautical and aerospace engineering, initiating CAE tech-
nologies that enable improved models by simulations of virtual machines performance. It is normally helped by 
FEM which has good agreement with experimental results in several applications [3]-[7]. 

FEM is a technique used for computational analysis of stresses and vibrations and also for problems involving 
heat transfer, fluid mechanics and other applications [8]. FEM is based on the assumption that the displacement 
of each element may vary inside the body analyzed. To do a complete discretization, all loads applied to the 
structure must be condensed into a set of equivalent discrete nodal forces according to: 

F Mu Cu Ku= + +                                            (1) 

where F is a nodal load vector, M u⋅   is the inertial load vector, C u⋅   is the damping load and K u⋅  is the 
elastic load vector. 

Based on the loads acting in the machine as input data, is possible to predict the structure displacements 
helped by mathematical modelling such as FEM. Also helped by FEM and material properties information, is 
possible to predict the Von Mises (VM) stress, for ductile materials, which is associated to the distortion energy 
of components. A complete FEM bibliography review and practical applications are presented by [9] [10]. 

The increase of computers processing power and the need for studies of complex machines are the main fac-
tors that contributed to the development of mathematical modelling by using FEM. Recently this method has 
been also used in agriculture engineering [11]-[14]. The present paper describes a novel application of FEM as 
an auxiliary tool for structural simulations of coffee harvester designs. 

2. Material and Methods 
The mechanized coffee harvest is based on vibration by canes placed in one or two vertical oscillating cylinders 
on the coffee harvester [15]. When the harvester is connected to a tractor which has a set of vibration operating 
one side plant per pass, the coffee detachment is done regardless of the alignment of coffee as result of the later-
al adjustment of the set vibration. Through an inclined mechanism, it can operate even on slopes. The height 
adjustment enables the coffee detachment, working in trees of different sizes. 

In self-propelled harvester, that is the subject matter of this paper, the involvement of the entire plant is done 
by the machine, vibration and continuous pathway coffee stem, seeking the detachment and subsequent gather-
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ing, cleaning and bagging. Has gantry structure, with sufficient height and width of plants. Driven by a diesel 
engine placed at the top of the structure resembles a tractor tall legs, with the components installed inside har-
vesting of its gantry. The machine operates in the line of plants, involving them fully. 

The coffee harvester structure analyzed was designed and statically simulated by using the commercial soft-
ware SolidWorks®. Figure 1 highlights the key parts of a self-propelled coffee harvester. 

Figure 2 shows the CAD model isometric view for the original structure with each component identified. 
 

 

Front view 

3.4 m 

Side view 

3.1 m 
5.8 m 

 
Figure 1. Self-propelled coffee harvester scheme. Legend: 1. Diesel tank; 2. vibrators; 3. di-
esel engine; 4. command post; 5. operational controls; 6. hydraulic system; 7. vibrators; 8. 
collectors; 9. carriers; 10.elevator; 11. cleaning system; 12. dirties output; 13. harvested coffee; 
14.coffee bagging; 15. rear wheels; 16. front wheel. 
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Figure 2. CAD model isometric view for the original structure. Legend: 1. Engine frame; 2. 
Body right side; 3. Body left side; 4. Main beam; 5. Body front end; 6. Body rear end; 7. Coffee 
reservoir; 8. Right rear wheel; 9. Guide wheel; 10 left rear wheel; 11. Fuel tank. 
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In order to simulate different conditions of working in a coffee harvester machine, two situations had been 
used according to the following situations: 
• Design A: full coffee reservoir and rear wheels aligned; 
• Design B: full coffee reservoir and rear wheels misaligned. 

The use of aligned and misaligned rear wheels in this study is justified by the focus on a new structural design 
of harvester coffee machines in order to provide a better efforts distribution through an unconventional rear 
wheels configuration using finite element resources. Figure 3 shows CAD models for coffee harvester structures 
complaining situations A and B (it is noted that some components were removed from the original design for a 
model simplifications during the simulations). 

The material used was ASTM A36 steel for the structural parts and AISI 304 stainless steel for the fuel tank 
which the main properties are shown in the Table 1. 

External loads acting in the machine structure were defined based on the own weight of each component and 
substances densities (Table 2). In addition to the substances weight, simulations were performed taking into ac-
count the weight of the components according to Table 3. Furthermore, clamping loads were defined according 
to attachment points of each component in analysis. 
 

 
 

(a)                                                           (b) 

Figure 3. Coffee harvester structure CAD models for (a) rear wheels aligned and (b) rear wheels misaligned.         
 

Table 1. Material properties of structural parts and fuel tank.                                         

Parts Structural Fuel tank 

Material ASTM A36 AISI 304 

Density (kg/m3) 7850 8000 

Poisson’s ratio 0.26 0.29 

Yield strength (N/m2) 2.5 × 108 2.1 × 108 

Tensile strength (N/m2) 4.0 × 108 5.2 × 108 

Elasticity modulus (N/m2) 2.0 × 1011 1.9 × 1011 

Shear modulus (N/m2) 7.9 × 1010 7.5 × 1010 

 
Table 2. Densities of substances.                                                               

Substance Density (Kg/l) 

Hydraulic oil 0.89 

Fuel oil 0.85 

Water 0.99 

Coffee bean 0.70 
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Table 3. Loads applied in the machine structure.                                                   

Component Load (N) 

Full diesel tank 1440 

Full radiator 500 

Full coffee reservoir 15,600 

Diesel engine 5000 

Wheels components 2580 

Panel and chair 1800 

Battery 400 

Oil reservoir 630 

Pistons 1250 

Gutters 4150 

Full conveyor 4500 

Vibrators and structure 9400 

 
The mesh of machine structural parts was defined as triangular element type with ranging size between 1.2 

mm and 47.0 mm which generated 35121 nodes. Figure 4 represents a portion of the generated mesh for the 
machine with rear wheels aligned. 

3. Results and Discussion 
The last step was to simulate static analysis of the harvester machine in order to plot VM stress and displace-
ment for the structure with rear wheels aligned and misaligned. Figure 5 shows the maximum VM stress for 
both situations. 

Figure 6 shows the maximum displacement for each situation (displacement results for the machine with rear 
wheels aligned and rear wheels misaligned). 

Figure 7 shows graphics that compares results of maximum VM stresses and average VM stresses. 
Even though design B has presented highest maximum VM stresses (Figure 7(a)), it was observed lowest av-

erage VM stresses (Figure 7(b)) for the same design compared to design A, showing better stress distribution in 
the structure with rear wheels misaligned (design B) with 4,5% reduction of average VM stresses. 

Figure 8 shows values of maximum displacements in design A compared to design B, which proved better 
performance of structure with rear wheels misaligned in terms of design. 

In order to certify which situation would be the suitable design option, it was analyzed maximum VM stress 
compared to the average stress in each structural component for both situations (design A and design B) as 
shown in Figures 9 and 10. 

Focusing on wheels zones stresses (Figures 9 and 10) it is noted, in both cases, that: 
• The structure of left wheel presented higher values of maximum VM stress and the highest value of average 

VM stress compared to the other structural parts as result of the full coffee reservoir weight above the rear 
left wheel. 

• The guide wheel showed low values of maximum VM stress and average stress even comparing with other 
structural parts, except for the body rear end. 

• Average VM stress values for the misaligned wheels design were lower in 7 of 10 analyzed structural parts 
compared to the wheels aligned design. 

• The structure of right wheel for design B (rear wheels misaligned) reduced by half the maximum VM stress 
when compared to design A (rear wheels aligned). 

Based on that, it was certified that misaligned wheels design presented better performance than aligned 
wheels design in terms of stresses and displacements. The coffee harvester machine with misaligned wheels was 
built and started working without any structural fail as shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 4. Portion of generated mesh for the harvester machine with rear wheels aligned. 

 
von Mises (N/m˄2) 
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(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 5. (a) VM stress results for the rear wheels aligned; (b) VM stress results for the 
rear wheels misaligned. 
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(b) 

Figure 6. (a) Displacement results for the machine with rear wheels aligned; (b) Displacement 
results for the machine with rear wheels misaligned.                                    
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Figure 7. (a) Maximum VM Stresses; (b) Average VM Stresses.                                    
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Figure 8. Maximum displacement for design A and design B.                
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Figure 9. Maximum VM stress vs. average stress for the rear wheels aligned.    
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Figure 10. Maximum VM stress vs. average stress for the rear wheels misaligned. 
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Figure 11. Coffee harvester machine with misaligned rear wheels in operation. 

4. Conclusions 
In the presented paper, analysis of VM stress and displacement were supported by static finite element analysis. 
This paper had no intention to show any dynamic effects of a coffee harvester machine and this can be consi-
dered a limitation of the presented work. Also only structural parts were analyzed in this study as result of FEM 
timing consumed if finishing parts were added. 

It was compared two different designs of a coffee harvester structures with rear wheels aligned and misa-
ligned. FEM results showed maximum displacement in the structure with rear wheel misaligned (4.65 mm 
placed in the rear end structure) lower than the model with rear wheels aligned (5.28 mm placed in the front end 
structure) which represented a difference of 11.9% providing better machine structural equilibrium. Maximum 
VM stress results for the machine structure with rear wheels misaligned was 6.16 × 107 N/m2 against 6.04 × 107 
N/m2 for the machine structure with rear wheels aligned, which represented a difference of 1.9%. Even though 
design with rear wheels misaligned presented highest maximum VM stresses, it was observed reduction of 4.5% 
in terms of average VM stresses. 

Going in deep in each structural component for VM stress results, it was observed that the average stresses for 
the misaligned wheels design were lower in 7 of 10 analyzed parts compared to the wheels aligned design. In 
addition, the structure of right wheel for design with rear wheels misaligned reduced by half of the maximum 
VM stress when compared to design with rear wheels aligned. Based on FEM results, it was certified that the 
structure with rear wheels misaligned was the best design concept. It was confirmed in the field after a coffee 
harvester built with misaligned rear wheels with no fail during operation. 
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